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Two-color three-pulse photon echoes as a probe of electronic coupling
in molecular complexes

Mino Yang and Graham R. Fleminga)

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley and Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 11 September 1998; accepted 3 November 1998!

A two-color photon echo peak shift measurement to probe the electronic coupling strength in
molecular complexes is proposed. Exciton transfer between the electronic eigenstates is neglected
and the baths associated with each monomer are assumed to be independent of each other. Within
this simplified model, we derive a useful relation which can be used to estimate the electronic
coupling strength via a combination of a normal one-color and the present two-color peak shift
measurements. A simulation based on the cumulant expansion technique illustrates the validity of
our suggestion. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00406-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast spectroscopy is being applied to increasin
complex systems in which interchromophore interactio
play an important role. Examples are molecularJ
aggregates,1–5 strongly coupled donor–acceptor electr
transfer supermolecules,6–8 and the chlorophyll–protein
complexes responsible for the primary photosynthetic p
cesses of light harvesting and charge separation.9–14 In par-
allel with these studies photon echo spectroscopy, in part
lar, has been developed to a sophisticated level for the s
of chromophore–bath interactions in dilute samples, wh
the electronic transition can be modeled as a two-level s
tem interacting with a complex set of intra- and intermolec
lar nuclear motions.15–22 In particular we and others23–35

have made extensive use of the three-pulse photon echo
shift ~3PEPS! method to characterize solvent–solution inte
actions in liquids,23–29 glasses,30,31 and proteins.32–35 In this
experiment three pulses with wave vectorsk1 , k2 , and k3

are incident on the sample and the two phase matched
signals at2k11k21k3 and k12k21k3 are reordered as
function of the first delayt for fixed values of the secon
delayT. The shift of the integrated echo maximum fromt50
~the peak shift! is evaluated as a function ofT, the population
period, and can be related directly to the transition freque
correlation functionM (t).25 During the periodT the system
propagates in a population~i.e., diagonal density matrix! and
thus the experiment has an intrinsically high dynamic ran
over which the transition frequency fluctuation may be f
lowed. A second notable feature of this experiment~for di-
lute two-level systems coupled to a bath! is that the presence
of a finite long-time peak shift is direct evidence for th
presence of static~on the experimental timescale! inhomoge-
neity in the system.25 Finally we note that the experiment ha
very high ~subpulsewidth! intrinsic time resolution. It thus
seems appropriate to extend such studies to more com
systems in which electronic coupling between chromopho
will play a key role in determining the behavior.

a!Electronic mail: Fleming@cchem.berkeley.edu
2980021-9606/99/110(6)/2983/8/$15.00
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Photon echo experiments have been carried out on
tems such as the purple bacterial light harvesting comple
~LH1 and LH2!33,34and on the bacterial reaction center.35 To
date these studies have been analyzed with a simple m
based on very weak couplings between pairs of donor tra
and acceptor molecules.32 Mukamel and co-workers, in an
impressive series of papers, have developed a formalism
describing the ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy of molecu
aggregates.36,37

In this paper we apply some of the techniques develo
in Refs. 36 and 37 to explore the information content of
extension of the 3PEPS method25—the two-color 3PEPS
method—to electronically coupled molecular heterodime
In a beautiful experiment carried out 15 years ago, Wiers
and co-workers used two-color picosecond stimulated p
ton echoes to elucidate the pathways of vibrational relaxa
in pentacene/naphthalene molecular crystals.38 To the best of
our knowledge two-color 3PEPS experiments on electro
cally coupled systems have not yet been reported.

Supposing that the absorption spectrum of the comp
contains two discrete bands, two types of two-color 3PE
experiments are possible: the first two interactions (k1 and
k2! can be resonant with either the upper or lower transit
and the final pulse (k3) resonant with the lower or uppe
transition. As we will show, the two-color experiments c
be used, in combination with the two obvious one-co
3PEPS experiments, to directly reveal the degree of e
tronic mixing in the system. In this paper we derive expe
ments for one- and two-color 3PEPS experiments and il
trate the results by means of numerical examples.

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN

Our model consists of a dimer of chromophoresA andB
each with two electronic states described by the Frenkel
citon Hamiltonian

H5 (
i 5A,B

Hi~q!Bi
1Bi1J~q!~BA

1BB1BB
1BA!

1Hbath~q!, ~1!
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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 This ar
whereBi(Bi
1) are exciton annihilation~creation! operators

associated with the chromophoreI, which satisfy the com-
muntation relations@Bi ,Bj

1#5d i j (122Bi
1Bi). Hi(q) and

J(q) are chromophorei’s exciton energy and the exciton
exciton coupling energy due to the electronic interaction
tween both chromophores, respectively.Hi(q) andJ(q) are
coupled to collective nuclear coordinateq. The electronic
coupling termJ(q) allows for exciton transfer between tw
chromophores but the present model Hamiltonian conse
the number of excitations.Hbath(q) is the bath Hamiltonian.
With a long history, the dimer Hamiltonian in Eq.~1! has
been widely used to investigate the energy transfer dynam
between two molecules.39

If we assume that the bath is harmonic and that the c
pling is linear in the nuclear coordinateq, H can be rewritten
as

H5He1 (
i , j 5A,B

qi j Bi
1Bj1Hbath~q!, ~2!

whereqi j describes the nuclear-coordinate dependence o
system Hamiltonian via the relation

qi j [S d i j

]

]q
Hi~q!U

q50

1~12d i j !
]

]q
J~q!U

q50
D •q. ~3!

The q-independent exciton HamiltonianHe is defined by

He[eA
eqBA

1BA1eB
eqBB

1BB1J~BA
1BB1BB

1BA!, ~4!

whereeA
eq(eB

eq) and J are the exciton energy ofA(B) chro-
mophore and their coupling energy at the equilibriu
nuclear coordinate of the ground electronic state.

The eigenstates diagonalizingHe are obtained for the
one-exciton states as

um&[~cosu•BA
11sinu•BB

1!u0&[Bm
1u0&,

~5!
un&[~2sinu•BA

11cosu•BB
1!u0&[Bn

1u0&,

and for the two-exciton state as

um̄&[BA
1BB

1u0&[Ym̄
1u0&, ~6!

where u0& denotes the ground electronic state of the sys
and

tan 2u[
2J

eA
eq2eB

eq, 0,u,p/2. ~7!

In this eigenstate representation, the Hamiltonian giv
in Eq. ~2! is rewritten as

H5H01H1 , ~8!

where

H05 (
a5m,n,m̄

@ea
eq1qa#Ba

1Ba1Hbath~q!, ~9!

H15 (
a,b5m,n

aÞb

qabBa
1Bb , ~10!
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with the eigenvalueea
eq of the statea. The diagonal part of

the collective nuclear coordinateqa describes the coupling
of the electronic eigenstatea to the nuclear motion defined
by

qm5qAA cos2 u1qBB sin2 u,

qn5qAA sin2 u1qBB cos2 u, ~11!

qm̄5qAA1qBB .

The off-diagonal parts in Eq.~10! are given by

qmn5qnm5~qBB2qAA!sinu cosu. ~12!

The Hamiltonian H0 describes the dynamics of th
nuclear wave function in an electronically stationary state
the system andH1 allows the electronic transition betwee
the two one-exciton statesm and n. Any other electronic
relaxation is prohibited by Eq.~8! because the present mat
rial Hamiltonian is modeled to conserve the exciton. In t
present work, in order to derive an analytic formula useful
experimental analysis,H1 is neglected and electronic trans
tions only arise from the interaction with the radiation fiel
A brief comment for this approximation will be given in Se
IV.

The polarization operator describing the interaction
the material with an external electric field is represented

P5 (
a5m,n

@da~Ba
11Ba!1dam̄~Ba

1Ym̄1Ym̄
1Ba!#, ~13!

where the transition moments of the eigenstates are give
terms of the site transition momentsdA anddB by

dm5dA cosu1dB sinu, dmm̄5dA sinu1dB cosu,
~14!

dn52dA sinu1dB cosu, dnm̄5dA cosu2dB sinu.

This polarization operator allows the transition between
ground and one-exciton states and that between the
exciton and two-exciton states. However, the transition
tween the ground and two-exciton states is not allowed bP
because the exciton states are made from two electr
states in each chromophore.

III. FOUR-WAVE MIXING SPECTROSCOPY

We consider the nonlinear optical response of the dim
specified above. The chromophores interact with a class
external electric field where the radiation–matter interact
Hamiltonian is assumed to be

H8~ t !52PE~ t !. ~15!

In four-wave mixing spectroscopy, the external fieldE(t) is
generally given as

E~ t !5E1~ t1T1t!eik1•r2 iv1t1E2~ t1T!

3eik2•r2 iv2t1E3~ t !eik3•r2 iv3t1c.c., ~16!

whereEj (t), v j , andk j denote the time profile, mean fre
quency, and wave vector of thejth incident field, respec-
tively, and c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. The first, s
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 This ar
ond, and third fields,E1 , E2 , and E3 , peak at times2t
2T, 2T, and 0, respectively.t andT are the relative delays
of the fields.

By using conventional time-dependent perturbat
theory, the third-order nonlinear polarization is related to
third-order response functionR(3) via the relation40

P~3!~ t !5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1 R~3!~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

3E~ t2t3!E~ t2t32t2!E~ t2t32t22t1! ~17!

and the measured nonlinear signal is proportional to
square of the amplitude of the induced polarization,

S~ t !;uP~3!~ t !u2. ~18!

The wave vector and the frequency of the signal field can
any combination of those of the incoming fields; in t
present work, we consider the phase matching directionks

5k31k22k1 and the frequencyvs5v31v22v1 .
When H150, in the eigenstate representation, the

sponse function is represented as the sum of 16 terms:36

R~3!~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

5S i

\ D 3

(
i 51

4

(
j 51

2

(
a,b5m,n

@Ri j
ab~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

2Ri j
ab~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!* #, ~19!

where if the site transition momentsdA anddB are assumed
to be independent of the nuclear coordinates~Condon ap-
proximation!,

R1 j
ab~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![F j

ab~ t1 ,t11t2 ,t11t21t3,0!,

R2 j
ab~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![F j

ab~0,t11t2 ,t11t21t3 ,t1!,
~20!

R3 j
ab~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![F j

ab~0,t1 ,t11t21t3 ,t11t2!,

R4 j
ab~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![F j

ab~ t11t21t3 ,t11t2 ,t1,0!,

with

F1
ab~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4![da

2db
2^eiH gt1e2 iH a~ t12t2!e2 iH g~ t22t3!

3e2 iH b~ t32t4!e2 iH gt4rg&, ~21!

F2
ab~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4![dadam̄dbm̄db^eiH gt1e2 iH a~ t12t2!

3e2 iH m̄~ t22t3!e2 iH b~ t32t4!e2 iH gt4rg&.

~22!

Here, ^¯& indicates the trace over the nuclear degrees
freedom. We set\51 for convenience.Hn is the nuclear
Hamiltonian operator in the electronic staten5g,m,n,m̄.
F2

ab describes the pathways via the two-exciton state.
using straightforward generalizations of the cumulant exp
sion procedure in Ref. 40, Chernyaket al.36 obtained theF
functions in terms of the renormalized line broadening fu
tions:

gab~ t ![E
0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2^qa~ t2!qbrg&, ~23!
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where qa(t) is the Heisenberg representation of the tim
evolution of the nuclear coordinateqa determined by the
nuclear HamiltonianHg .

If the material HamiltonianH is partitioned into static
(Hs) and dynamic (Hd) parts with respect to the experimen
tal time scale, we can rewrite the renormalized lin
broadening function as a sum of static and dynamic pa
gab(t)[gab

s (t)1gab
d (t) where the static part is given by

gab
s ~ t !5^qa

s qb
s rg&t

2/2. ~24!

As for the dynamic part, for simplicity we assume th
the dynamics of the baths associated with the chromoph
A andB are uncorrelated with each other and all baths foll
the same dynamics. This assumption enables a simplifica
of the dynamic part of the renormalized line-broadeni
function gab

d (t) to Cabg(t), whereg(t) is the dynamic part
of the normal line-broadening function of an isolated ch
mophore. The renormalized coefficients (Cs) reflect the mix-
ing degrees of the electronic eigenstates composed of
excited states of two chromophores via the relations:

Cmn5Cnm52 sin2 u cos2 u,

Cmm5Cnn512Cmn , ~25!

Cmm̄5Cm̄m5Cnm̄5Cmn51, Cm̄m̄52.

Thus Cmn provides the key quantity describing the streng
of the interaction between chromophoresA andB.

A. Three-pulse photon echo in the impulsive limit

We begin by considering the standard implementation
three-pulse photon echo spectroscopy on a dimer sys
Here all the frequencies of the incident fields coincide w
the resonant frequency of a one-exciton statea5m or n. We
assume that the interacting field can be approximated a
physical delta functionEi(t)5Eid(t).

If the one-exciton energies are sufficiently well sep
rated that selective excitation by the laser is possible,
rotating wave approximation can be introduced. In this ca
the third-order polarizationPone

(3) as a response of the syste
to the three impulsive one-color fields is given by the sum
two response functions:

Pone
~3!;R31

aa~ t,T,t!1R21
aa~ t,T,t!. ~26!

The two-color three-pulse photon echo measuremen
a dimer is now examined as a specific example of the gen
four-wave mixing spectroscopy. In this spectroscopy, the
quency of the first two incident fields are resonant with
one-exciton state, e.g.,a5m or n, and that of the last inciden
field is resonant with the other,a85n or mÞa. Within the
same approximation as was introduced in the one-color c
the third-order polarizationPtwo

(3) induced by the impulsive
two-color pulses is also expressed by the sum of the
response functions:

Ptwo
~3! ~ t,T,t!;R31

aa8~ t,T,t!2R12
aa~ t,T,t!* . ~27!

The double-sided Feynman diagrams representing the
sponse functions for the one- and two-color experiments,
spectively, in Eqs.~26! and ~27! are shown in Fig. 1.
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BecauseaÞa8 in the suggested two-color experimen
as we can see in the diagrams in Fig. 1, the first and sec
coherence time evolutions would not be correlated and t
no rephasing would occurif the baths associated with th
one-exciton statesa anda8 are independent of each other.
the presence of non-negligible electronic coupling betw
sitesA and B, however, the dynamics of each eigenstate
affected to a certain extent by the nuclear motions of botA
and B sites. The shared information of nuclear motion
each site allows a correlation between the dynamics of
eigenstatesa anda8 to be made and consequently allows f
the rephasing capability.

In fact, the nuclear motion of chromophoresA and B
may be correlated in cases where both chromophores
located in close proximity to each other. In such a case,
echo signal would appear following the two-color incide
fields even if the electronic coupling were absent. These
fects are neglected in our current discussion.

B. Time-integrated echo signal

In a typical echo experiment, the echo signal is in
grated with respect to the detection timet. The expressions
for the time-integrated one- and two-color echo signals
given, respectively, by

Sone
a ~T,t!;E

0

`

dtuR31
aa~ t,T,t!1R21

aa~ t,T,t!u2

and

FIG. 1. Double-sided Feynman diagrams for the four-state system:~a! one-
color and~b! two-color experiments.
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Stwo
aa8~T,t!;E

0

`

dtuR31
aa8~ t,T,t!2R12

aa~ t,T,t!* u2. ~28!

The superscripta on Sone denotes that the frequencies of a
three pulses are resonant with the one-exciton statea. The
superscriptaa8 onStwo means that the frequencies of the fir
two pulses are resonant with the one-exciton statea and that
of the last pulse is resonant with the statea8.

The material oscillating terms of the inhomogeneo
factor in the response functions are expressed in terms o
eigenstate exciton energy. However, it is not simple to s
gest an appropriate static distribution of these eigenstate
ergies. Instead, we will assume the static site energies h
independent Gaussian distributions. Transforming the eig
state energies into the site energies and integrating with
spect to the site energies, we obtain the inhomogeneous
tor, from Eq.~24!, represented by

I one
a ~ t2t![exp@2Da

2~t2t !2#,
~29!

I two
aa8~ t,t![exp@2Da

2t22Da8
2 t212CmnD̄2tt#,

where the renormalized inhomogeneities are defined by

Dm
2 [DA

2 cos4 u1DB
2 sin4 u,

Dn
2[DA

2 sin4 u1DB
2 cos4 u, ~30!

D̄2[~DA
21DB

2 !/2,

in terms of DA(B) , the inhomogeneous width of the chro
mophoreA(B).

With these inhomogeneous factors, the time-integra
one-color photon echo signal is given as

Sone
a ~T,t!;E

0

`

dt Ione
a ~ t2t!exp$22Cmm@P~t!1P~ t !

2P~T!1P~t1T!1P~T1t !2P~t1T1t !#%

3cos2$Cmm@Q~T!1Q~ t !2Q~T1t !#%. ~31!

Here,P(t) andQ(t) are the real and imaginary parts ofg(t).
One can see that the one-color signal given in Eq.~31! is
equivalent to that of an isolated chromophore with the ren
malized inhomogeneous widthDa and line-broadening func
tion Cmmg(t).25 Similarly, the time-integrated two-colo
echo signal is obtained by

Stwo
aa8~T,t!;~11Caa8!S0

aa8~T,t;Q50!2S0
aa8~T,t!,

~32!

with

S0
aa8~T,t!;E

0

`

dt I two
aa8~ t,t!exp$22Cmm@P~t!1P~ t !#

12Cmn@P~T!2P~t1T!2P~T1t !

1P~t1T1t !#%cos2$Cmn@Q~T!2Q~T1t !#%

~33!

and
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Cmn[4S dA

dB
tanu2

dB

dA
tan21 u D 22

,

~34!

Cnm[4S dA

dB
tan21 u2

dB

dA
tanu D 22

.

To obtain an approximate expression of the two-co
echo signal, noting that the echo signal vanishes on the e
tronic coherence shortly after the third pulse acts, we can
a short-detection-time approximation to the integrands of
~33! with respect tot only. The justification of this procedur
can be found in Ref. 25. The resultant equation is a Gaus
function that can be easily integrated with respect to the

tection timet to giveS0
aa8(T,t) as a simple form, in largeT

limit,

S0
aa8~T,t!'

1

AAa8
F11erfS B

2AAa8
D G

3expS 2Da
2t222CmmP~t!1

B

4Aa8
D . ~35!

The auxiliary functionsAa8 andB are defined by

Aa8[Da8
2

1Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&r~v!1Cmn@M ~T!

2M ~t1T!#1Cmn
2 f ~T!, ~36!

B[2Cmn@D̄2t1 Ṗ~t1T!22Ṗ~T!#, ~37!

whereM (T)[ P̈(T) and f (T)[@Q̇(T)#2. Here^¯&r(v) de-
notes an average over the spectral densityr~v! whose defi-
nition is given in Ref. 25.̂ v2 coth(bv/2)&r(v) measures the
magnitude of the thermal fluctuation of the bath.

IV. INFORMATION GAINED FROM A COMPARISON
OF ECHO PEAK SHIFT MEASUREMENTS

The 3PEPS method has been used extensively to s
solvation dynamics.23–35 In a peak shift experiment, for a
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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fixed population timeT, the detection-time-integrated ech
signal is measured as a function of the first coherence timt.
The peak shiftt* (T) is defined as thatt which gives the
maximum value of the measured echo signal. A plot oft* vs
T constitutes a 3PEPS data set.

To obtain expressions for the peak shifts of two-co
experiments from our approximate echo signal@Eq. ~32!# we
first note the inequalitiesf (T)[l2@12M (T)/M (0)#2<l2

5^v&r
2 and ^v2 coth(bv)&r>^v2&r . Then, it follows that

^v2 coth(bv)&r>^v2&r>^v&r
2>f(T). In addition, becauseCmn

2

has a maximum value of 0.25 andCmm has a minimum value
of 0.5 when the coupling constant is infinitely large, we c
ignore the last term of Eq.~36!. As a result, the dependenc
of the echo signal on the imaginary part of the line broad
ing functionQ(t) vanishes. In this case, the echo signal e
pression@Eq. ~32!# simplifies to

Stwo
aa8~T,t!;S0

aa8~T,t;Q50!. ~38!

Furthermore, in the largeT limit when theM (T) dependence
can be neglected, Eq.~36! is approximated as

Aa8'Da8
2

1Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&r~v! . ~39!

In parallel with the argument given earlier for the dete
tion time period, the echo signal is quickly destroyed by f
dephasing processes during the first coherence time. B
on this fact, inserting Eq.~39! into Eq. ~38! via Eq. ~35!, we
expand Eq.~38! with respect tot up to the second-orde
terms. The peak shiftt* (T) is found by setting the first
derivative of the expanded signal to zero. Taking the furt
limitation that the inhomogeneous width is comparable to
dynamical width, the two-color peak shift can be writte
approximately as
o-color
system is
n. Noting
t two,aa8
* ~T!'

Cmn

ApAa8

D̄21M ~T!

$Da
21Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&2Cmn

2 @D̄21M ~T!#2/Aa8%
. ~40!

If we neglect the square term inCmn in the denominator of Eq.~40!, we can rewrite the peak shift expression as

t two,aa8
* ~T!'

Cmn

Ap

D̄21M ~T!

@Da
21Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&#@Da8

2
1Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&#1/2. ~41!

Then in the weak coupling case~smallCmn!, the two-color peak shift is linearly proportional toCmn . A further simplification
can be attained by defining theT-dependent portion of the peak shift ast** (T)[t* (T)2t* (T5`). Then, by comparing the
expressions for the peak shift of the two alternative two-color echo experiments, we obtain the following quantity:

t two,aa8
** ~T!

t two,a8a
** ~T!

5ADa8
2

1Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&

Da
21Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&

. ~42!

Quantitative information on the coupling strength can be obtained by comparing the peak shift measured in the tw
and the normal one-color experiments. As we discussed above, the expression of one-color echo signal for a dimer
the same as that for an isolated chromophore with a renormalized inhomogeneous width and line-broadening functio
this fact and referring to Ref. 25, the one-color peak shift is approximately given by
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tone,a* ~T!'
@Da

21CmmM ~T!#@Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&r1Da
21Cmm

2 f ~T!#1/2

Ap@Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&r@Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&r12Da
21Cmm

2 f ~T!#1Da
2 f ~T!#

. ~43!
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If we assume thatCmm^v2 coth(bv/2)&r@Da
2 and f (T) is

neglected, we get

tone,a* ~T!'
1

Ap

Da
21CmmM ~T!

@Cmm^v2 coth~bv/2!&r1Da
2 #3/2. ~44!

Comparing this equation with the expression for the tw
color echo@Eq. ~41!# and using Eqs.~25! and ~42!, we find
that the coupling strength can be obtained by the meas
ment of the following ratio of theT-dependent parts of th
peak shifts:

Cmn5
t two,aa8
** ~T!

t two,aa8
** ~T!1@t two,a8a

** ~T!/t two,aa8
** ~T!#tone,a** ~T!

.

~45!

If the inhomogeneities of both chromophoresA and B
are the same (D in[DA5DB), then Da

25Da8
2

5CmmD in
2 and

our results simplify. In this case, the expressions for the p
shifts @Eqs.~41! and ~44!# reduce to

t two,aa8
* ~T!'

Cmn

Cmm

1

ApCmm

D in
2 1M ~T!

@^v2 coth~bv/2!&r1D in
2 #3/2,

~46!

tone,a* ~T!'
1

ApCmm

D in
2 1M ~T!

@^v2 coth~bv/2!&r1D in
2 #3/2. ~47!

By comparing these equations, we can obtain the electr
coupling strengthCmn as a simple relation of the peak-sh
measurements

Cmn5
t two,aa8
* ~T!

t two,aa8
* ~T!1tone,a* ~T!

. ~48!

To illustrate the validity of relation~48!, we carried out
model calculations of the one- and two-color echo pe
shifts. The peak shifts are calculated~exactly within the
model and in the impulsive limit! from Eqs.~31! and~32!. In
these equations, the dynamic part of the normal li
broadening function is given as a functional of the electro
energy gap fluctuationM (t) induced by the coupling with
the bath, in the high temperature limit:

g~ t !52lkBTE
0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2 M ~ t2!

2 ilE
0

t

dt1@12M ~ t1!#. ~49!

The reorganization energyl gives the homogeneous widt
of the nuclear motion and is related to the Stokes shift.40 In
our calculation, the homogeneous and the inhomogene
widths are set tol5DA5DB5200 cm21 and we assume
that M (t)5exp(2t/tc) wheretc5100 fs. The temperature i
300 K and the ratio of the transition dipole moments of theA
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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and B sites is equal to 1. In our system, when the inhom
geneities of both sites are the same, the echo signal is s
metric with respect to the excitation resonant with eith
state.

Figure 2 shows the one- and the two-color echo pe
shift for several values of the electronic coupling streng
For both types of measurements, the peak shifts incre
with increasing electronic coupling strength. However,
all population times, the electronic coupling dependence
more apparent in the two-color measurement. In the tw
color experiment, as the electronic coupling strength
creases, the information impressed by the first interaction
be better recovered during the second coherence period
cause the peak shift measures the rephasing capability du
the second coherence period, a strong dependence o
two-color peak shift on the electronic coupling is natural.

Figure 3 shows the initial peak shift as a function of t
electronic coupling strength. As in Fig. 2, the initial pea

FIG. 2. One-color~dashed lines! and two-color~solid lines! echo peak shifts
for three values of the electronic coupling strength: the values of tan 2u are
0.5, 1, and 2 from bottom to top (l5DA5DB5200 cm21).

FIG. 3. Initial peak shiftt* (T50) as a function of the electronic couplin
strength tan 2u.
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shifts of both measurements increase with the electronic c
pling strength, especially in the two-color case. As the el
tronic mixing becomes perfect, the peak shifts in both ca
should be the same as shown in Fig. 3.

Manipulating the data in Fig. 2, we plot relation~48! in
Fig. 4. Except for short population times where our appro
mate expressions@Eqs.~46! and~47!# are not expected to b
valid,25 the prediction of the electronic coupling streng
from two types of photon echo experiments via relation~48!
is quite good. Although this relation is derived for time
longer than the bath correlation time, Eq.~48! works well for
the whole range of population times when the amplitude
the nuclear fluctuations is small~open symbols!.

If exciton transfer between the one-exciton states du
nuclear motion occurs, the long time peak shift behav
would not be as simple as presented here, although the in
peak shift should be similar to the present case. Even
noting that the system we consider has a large energy
between the one-exciton states, we expect the exciton tr
fer rate due toH1 in Eq. ~10! to be much slower than th
dephasing rate. In these cases, only the population relaxa
between the one-exciton states is missed by neglectingH1 .
However, noting that a peak shift experiment measures
rephasing capability of a dephased coherent state, the p
lation gain or loss in the laser window would not make
significant change in peak shift. We will present a descr
tion of two-color echoes for exciton transfer systems el
where.

V. SUMMARY

A theoretical study of one- and two-color three-pul
photon echo spectroscopy on a dimer made by the electr
coupling of two two-state chromophores has been presen
The electronic states of the dimer were described in
eigenstate representation as a four-level system. The
sponse functions for both the one- and two-color incid
pulses were obtained in terms of the line-broadening fu
tion of an isolated chromophore based on the assumption

FIG. 4. Estimates ofCmn from the peak shift~t* ! for three values of the
electronic coupling strength~tan 2u50.5,1,2!. The solid and the open sym
bols correspond to calculations with D in5l5200 cm21 and
D in5l550 cm21, respectively. The lines show the exact values ofCmn

corresponding to each electronic coupling strength;Cmn50.1,0.25,0.4 for
tan 2u50.5,1,2.
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the baths associated with the chromophores are indepen
of each other. From a comparison of the results of one-
two-color photon echo spectroscopies, the electronic c
pling strength between two chromophores in a conden
phase can be estimated. We hope that experimental veri
tion of the prediction presented in this paper is achieved
the near future.
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